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This article is part of a series of reviews covering Immunity to Malaria appearing in Volume 293 of *Immunological Reviews*.

1. INTRODUCTION {#imr12802-sec-0001}
===============

Despite major successes in reducing malaria burden over the past decade, malaria remains a substantial cause of morbidity and mortality, with over 200 million clinical cases and almost half a million deaths estimated to have occurred in 2017 alone.[1](#imr12802-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} Malaria is caused by several *Plasmodium spp*. with *P. falciparum* accounting for the majority of cases and *P. vivax* being a second major cause.[1](#imr12802-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} Other species, *P. ovale, P. malariae*, and *P. knowlesi* represent a small burden globally, but are important in some populations. Malaria control and elimination efforts have been spearheaded by currently available tools for surveillance, vector control, and drug treatment, but one intervention strategy lagging behind is the development of a highly efficacious malaria vaccine. Vaccine development has been immensely challenging, partly due to the complex biology and life cycle of *Plasmodium spp*. Briefly, infected mosquitoes deposit sporozoites into the skin of a human host prior to taking a blood meal. These sporozoites progress to establish infection in the liver, where they develop into merozoite forms that enter the blood. Merozoites invade red blood cells (RBCs) and undergo asexual replication, releasing newly produced merozoites that continue this cycle. Some parasites will develop into sexual‐stage forms known as gametocytes, which can be transmitted to mosquitoes, where they develop into infectious sporozoites. The long and complex life cycle of the parasite provides many opportunities for targeting by malaria vaccines (Figure [1](#imr12802-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). Over the past several decades, multiple approaches and vaccines have been developed and evaluated, mainly for *P. falciparum*, including subunit and whole parasite vaccines.[2](#imr12802-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} However, very few have demonstrated significant reproducible efficacy in different populations and achieving high‐level efficacy in endemic populations has proved elusive, suggesting that new strategies and approaches in vaccine development may be needed.

![*Plasmodium* life cycle and opportunities for antibody‐complement attack. *Plasmodium spp*. has a complex life cycle within the human host, whereby several developmental stages of the parasite are known to be susceptible to antibody recognition, and subsequently complement fixation and activation. These include sporozoites, merozoites, parasitized red blood cells (pRBCs) and sexual‐stage parasites (gametocytes/gametes). Figure adapted from Beeson et al, 2019[2](#imr12802-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} (Copyright © 2019 the Authors, some rights reserved; exclusive licensee American Association for the Advancement of Science)](IMR-293-38-g001){#imr12802-fig-0001}

A further challenge to developing efficacious malaria vaccines is that we have a limited understanding of the immune mechanisms that confer protection against infection and/or disease, and therefore, how to induce high levels of protective immunity through vaccination. There is a substantial body of evidence that antibodies targeting multiple developmental stages are important for immunity. Seminal studies performed in the 1960s demonstrated that transferring antibodies isolated from semi‐immune adults to clinically ill children could reduce parasitemia and malaria symptoms.[3](#imr12802-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Since this observation, we have identified that antibodies specifically targeting blood‐stage antigens are important for anti‐disease immunity, which prevents high density parasitemia and clinical illness, but does not necessarily prevent infection per se.[4](#imr12802-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#imr12802-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} Individuals also naturally acquire antibodies to antigens expressed by sporozoites, although these are generally at lower levels, and it is unclear what role they play in malaria immunity.[6](#imr12802-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#imr12802-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} However, murine studies have demonstrated an important proof‐of‐concept that naive animals administered with sporozoite‐specific antibodies can be completely protected against infection via mosquito bite challenge, and do not develop blood‐stage parasitemia.[8](#imr12802-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} Collectively, these studies demonstrate that antibodies are important in malaria immunity. However, a common observation is that high concentrations of antibodies were required to confer protection in these experimental models.

A striking example of how this relates to vaccination strategies is the RTS,S malaria vaccine. RTS,S is based on the major sporozoite surface antigen, circumsporozoite protein (CSP) expressed as a virus‐like particle, and is co‐administered with the potent AS01 adjuvant. Children who receive the standard 3‐dose RTS,S vaccine regimen initially acquire very high antibody concentrations, although vaccine efficacy was only modest against clinical malaria.[9](#imr12802-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} Considering RTS,S already induces maximal antibody titers, it seems unlikely that next‐generation vaccines could induce substantially higher antibody levels. Therefore, an alternative approach to enhancing vaccine efficacy is to focus on improving antibody functional activity rather than antibody titer.[2](#imr12802-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#imr12802-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}

One avenue for enhancing antibody function and protective efficacy is to harness Fc‐mediated functions, such as interactions with complement and Fcγ‐receptors on immune cells. Antibody‐dependent complement activation has been identified as an important mechanism against other pathogens, resulting in neutralization and lysis of the target cell.[11](#imr12802-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#imr12802-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#imr12802-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#imr12802-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} There are several examples from our research and others that demonstrate a role for antibody‐complement interactions in immunity to malaria, which we will review here, and highlight potential opportunities to harness this knowledge for developing vaccines that induce greater protective efficacy.

2. COMPLEMENT FUNCTIONS AND ROLES AGAINST INFECTION {#imr12802-sec-0002}
===================================================

2.1. Complement activation pathways {#imr12802-sec-0003}
-----------------------------------

The complement system is a large collection of serum proteins that act in a complex cascade of events, which results in various immunological functions (Figure [2](#imr12802-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). Complement can be initiated by three distinct pathways termed the classical, mannose‐binding lectin (MBL) and alternative pathways.[15](#imr12802-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} Briefly, the classical pathway requires complement component 1 (C1) that is a complex containing the C1r and C1s serine proteases, and C1q that extends as a bouquet‐like arrangement with six globular head domains. Binding of C1q to immune complexes is referred to as C1q fixation, which activates the associated serine proteases, and initiates the classical activation pathway. Therefore, complement is considered both an adaptive and innate immune response that can act in an antibody‐dependent manner via C1q, or directly against pathogens via the MBL and alternative pathways as follows. The MBL pathway requires the MBL protein that also acts as a ligand recognition molecule and can bind to sugar molecules commonly expressed on pathogens, including bacteria and viruses. These interactions activate the MBL‐associated serine proteases to initiate the MBL pathway. Activation of the alternative pathway differs in that it does not involve a recognition molecule, but instead occurs by spontaneous hydrolysis of C3 and generation of the alternative C3 convertase molecule. Although all three complement pathways are initiated differently, they converge at the point of generating C3 convertase, which enables downstream complement activation events to occur.

![Complement activation pathways. The complement system can be activated by three distinct pathways termed the classical, mannose‐binding lectin and alternative pathways. Complement activation via any pathway leads to formation of C3 convertase, which cleaves C3 into the active C3a and C3b fragments. Subsequently, the C5 convertase molecule is generated, which cleaves C5 into the activate C5a and C5b fragments. C5b, together with C6, C7, C8 and multiple C9 monomers create the membrane attack complex (MAC) that deposits in the target cell membrane and causes cell lysis. Several complement proteins mediate anti‐malarial immunity, including: (1) C1q enhances antibody‐mediated neutralization of sporozoites and merozoites, (2) C3b can mediate opsonic phagocytosis and is a potential anti‐malarial immune mechanism, (3) C5a is pro‐inflammatory, and (4) MAC formation can lyse sporozoites, merozoites and gametes](IMR-293-38-g002){#imr12802-fig-0002}

The classical and MBL pathways both activate serine proteases, which cleave C4 and C2 into fragments that associate into the C4bC2a molecule also known as C3 convertase. The alternative pathway instead involves spontaneous C3 hydrolysis that associates with Factor B, which is then cleaved by Factor D to generate the alternative C3 convertase composed of C3bBb. Regardless of activation pathway, these C3 convertase molecules all function to cleave C3 into the activate C3a and C3b fragments. Interestingly, cleaved C3b can directly adhere to the target cell surface, and associate with Factor B to generate more alternative C3 convertase molecules, overall leading to increased cleavage of C3 and surface bound C3b fragments. These C3b fragments can also interact with the C3 convertase to generate a new complex known as C5 convertase (C4bC2aC3b or C3bBbC3b). The C5 convertase functions to cleave C5 into C5a and C5b, which is essential for the terminal phase of complement and formation of the membrane attack complex (MAC). Firstly, C5b will form a complex with C6 and C7 proteins, and adhere to the target cell. C5b‐C7 then interacts with C8, and multiple C9 monomers that polymerize and create a ring‐like structure that inserts into the cell membrane. The resulting MAC (C5b‐C9) creates a pore in the membrane, disrupting its integrity and leading to the death of the target cell.[16](#imr12802-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}

Overall, fixation and activation of complement can function against infecting pathogens in several ways. These include fixation of C1q that has been shown to enhance virus neutralization by antibodies,[17](#imr12802-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} formation of the active C3b fragment on the pathogen surface that can promote complement‐mediated opsonic phagocytosis by monocytes and neutrophils, and formation of the MAC on the pathogen surface, leading to cell death and lysis.[15](#imr12802-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} Due to the potent nature of complement, it is also important for excessive complement activation to be tightly controlled, and this is achieved by a series of membrane‐bound and soluble regulatory proteins. Furthermore, these regulatory proteins are also important to protect host cells against direct complement attack.

2.2. Complement effector functions against other pathogens {#imr12802-sec-0004}
----------------------------------------------------------

Complement plays a vital role in the immune response to multiple pathogens, particularly for bacteria and viruses.[11](#imr12802-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#imr12802-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#imr12802-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#imr12802-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} Complement proteins can bind to viruses directly or via antigen‐specific antibodies, resulting in various consequences. These include neutralization and inhibition of viral infectivity (eg influenza,[18](#imr12802-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} cytomegalovirus virus,[19](#imr12802-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#imr12802-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} vaccinia virus[21](#imr12802-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#imr12802-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}), formation of the MAC and lysis (eg HIV‐1,[23](#imr12802-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} influenza,[24](#imr12802-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} herpes simplex virus,[25](#imr12802-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} measles,[26](#imr12802-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} mumps,[27](#imr12802-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#imr12802-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} vaccinia virus[21](#imr12802-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#imr12802-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}), interactions with complement receptors on immune cells resulting in opsonic phagocytosis (eg herpes simplex virus[29](#imr12802-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}), and the formation of viral aggregates (eg influenza,[30](#imr12802-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#imr12802-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} paramyxoviruses,[28](#imr12802-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} polyoma[32](#imr12802-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}) that limit the number of viral units available for infection and can also promote phagocytosis. Even in the absence of MAC formation and lysis, complement can also directly enhance the neutralizing activity of anti‐viral antibodies by reducing the amount of virus binding antibodies required to inhibit infectivity.[17](#imr12802-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#imr12802-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#imr12802-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}

Similar to viruses, complement activation also leads to formation of the MAC and lysis of bacteria. For example, protective antibodies against non‐typhoidal salmonella in Malawian children have been associated with bacterial killing activity.[35](#imr12802-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#imr12802-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} Additionally, formation of the active C3b fragment on bacterial surfaces can also enhance uptake by phagocytic cells,[36](#imr12802-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#imr12802-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} and promote oxidative burst activity by monocytes and neutrophils.[36](#imr12802-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}

3. EVASION OF INNATE COMPLEMENT ACTIVATION BY MALARIA {#imr12802-sec-0005}
=====================================================

3.1. Merozoites evade direct complement activation in the blood {#imr12802-sec-0006}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Host cells use complement regulatory proteins for protection against complement attack; however, several pathogens, including *Plasmodium spp*. have also evolved mechanisms to recruit human regulatory proteins and evade the complement system.

Upon egress from schizonts, merozoites are released into the blood‐stream prior to invading a new RBC, and therefore exposed to blood components such as the complement system. Complement acts as a front‐line defense system against pathogens, and so evasion of direct complement attack is critical for merozoite survival in the blood. Merozoites can successfully invade RBCs in the presence of serum complement,[38](#imr12802-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} and are able to evade complement activation via the recruitment of several host regulatory proteins to their surface.[39](#imr12802-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#imr12802-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#imr12802-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} These include Factor H (FH) and Factor H‐like protein 1 (FHL‐1), which are key regulators of the alternative pathway and positive feedback loop. Upon binding to the merozoite surface, FH and FHL‐1 retain cofactor activity and can downregulate the alternative pathway of complement, thereby reducing complement lysis of merozoites.[40](#imr12802-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} Using a panel of recombinant FH fragments, flow cytometry and immunofluorescence assays showed binding of complement control protein modules (CCPs) 5 and 6 of FH is key to the interaction with merozoites. The merozoite ligand responsible for FH and FHL‐1 recruitment is the merozoite surface protein Pf92, a member of the six‐cysteine protein family.[40](#imr12802-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}

C1 esterase inhibitor (C1‐INH) is a soluble complement regulator that regulates the classical and lectin pathways of complement activation. C1‐INH has also been shown to bind to the merozoite surface where it forms a complex with C1s, and the MBL‐associated serine proteases.[42](#imr12802-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} C1‐INH interacts with the merozoite via another surface protein (MSP3), which alters complement fixation and subsequently enhances merozoite invasion into RBCs. The ability of *P. falciparum* to control alternative complement activation by recruiting human regulators is an important element of its immune evasion repertoire. New interventions to disrupt these parasite strategies could increase the efficacy of the human immune response.

The use of genetically modified merozoites that lack specific surface proteins is a powerful approach to define the direct effects of complement and the roles of specific merozoite proteins. Using this approach, we demonstrated the important role of merozoite surface protein Pf92 in complement regulation and evasion. These approaches can be applied using modified growth assays conducted over multiple invasion cycles or with invasion assays using isolated viable merozoites, both performed in the presence and absence of active human complement.[38](#imr12802-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#imr12802-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} In particular, the latter method may be advantageous as isolated merozoites are directly exposed to complement without any temporal delay present in growth assays.

Further studies are needed to precisely define the real‐time kinetics of complement activation on merozoites and the impact on parasite invasion or lysis, which will require flow cytometric and live cell imaging techniques. In cancer research, complement activity is monitored using antibodies that recognize activated C3b as well as a cell viability dye to track cell lysis.[43](#imr12802-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} Similar methods and reagents could be adapted to flow cytometric‐based assays using isolated merozoites, to determine the kinetics of complement fixation and activation, and cell lysis. Furthermore, the use of a fluorescent calcium sensor was recently described to image the rapid dynamics of calcium signaling during merozoites.[44](#imr12802-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} We propose that a combination of these methods could be the best way to examine the complex interplay between complement fixation, merozoite viability, and merozoite invasion (as measured by calcium signaling). This would also allow direct observation and quantitation of whether particular evasion strategies allow successful RBC invasion and how death occurs when evasion fails.

3.2. Gametocytes evade human complement proteins in the mosquito midgut {#imr12802-sec-0007}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

During a blood meal, various host components are consumed by the mosquito including healthy uninfected and gametocyte‐infected RBCs, and serum proteins such as complement. These host serum proteins can remain stable in the mosquito midgut for some time. As the parasite develops, it is no longer shielded by the human RBC, and free gametes are now susceptible to human complement proteins in the mosquito midgut. However, gametes have adapted to bind human FH, to prevent activation of the alternative pathway and complement‐mediated lysis.[41](#imr12802-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} This is an important mechanism of immune evasion, because when FH binding is disrupted, human complement significantly impairs parasite transmission to the mosquito.[41](#imr12802-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}

Notably, intracellular parasites such as gametocyte‐infected RBCs and parasitized red blood cells (pRBCs) are largely resistant to direct complement attack because of host regulatory proteins expressed on the RBC surface. This includes the membrane‐bound protein, CD59, which prevents MAC formation on the RBC surface and therefore prevents complement‐mediated killing.[45](#imr12802-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} Interestingly, pRBCs have been shown to express higher levels of complement regulatory proteins overall, potentially to remain even more resistant against the direct effects of serum complement.[46](#imr12802-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}

4. MECHANISMS OF ANTIBODY‐COMPLEMENT INTERACTIONS AGAINST MALARIA {#imr12802-sec-0008}
=================================================================

4.1. Sporozoites {#imr12802-sec-0009}
----------------

Our group has demonstrated that immune antibodies fix and activate complement against *P. falciparum* sporozoites. Sporozoites incubated with immune antibodies (from residents of malaria‐endemic regions) had substantially increased amounts of C1q and C3 deposited, compared to that of sporozoites incubated with control non‐immune antibodies.[7](#imr12802-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} Sporozoites rely on motility to successfully establish infection in the liver, including the traversal form of motility that enables active migration through impeding host cells. It is well established that antibodies can inhibit sporozoite traversal of hepatocytes, and we found inhibitory activity to be greatly enhanced by active human complement, especially when antibodies were tested at low concentrations (Figure [3](#imr12802-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A).[7](#imr12802-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#imr12802-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} It is possible that C1q binding alone enhanced antibody‐mediated neutralization, or that additional downstream complement proteins were also involved. Notably, sporozoite lysis occurred in the presence of immune antibodies and complement, which was dependent on C5 and presumably formation of the MAC.[7](#imr12802-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#imr12802-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} Another study suggested that immune IgM could mediate complement activity against sporozoites. However, complement activity was only measured as increased levels of soluble C5a (indicative of C5 cleavage), and it was not directly shown that complement bound to the parasite, and the functional effects of complement activation were not assessed.[48](#imr12802-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} A previous study also suggested that sporozoites were susceptible to complement‐mediated lysis in the presence of antibodies, although lysis was indirectly measured as bleb formation using microscopy.[49](#imr12802-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, in that study murine antibodies and murine complement were used, which have considerable differences to their human counterparts as discussed later in this review. Other studies have reported that antibodies can directly mediate cytotoxic effects against sporozoites independent of Fc‐dependent effector function, using monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) in a mouse model.[50](#imr12802-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} However, the potential enhancing effects of complement were not assessed because the MAb used was a non‐complement fixing subclass (murine IgG1).

![Naturally acquired human antibodies can fix and activate complement against *P. falciparum* sporozoites and merozoites, and are associated with protection. A, Sporozoites and merozoites were treated with immune antibodies from malaria‐exposed populations, and tested for sporozoite traversal of hepatocytes (HC‐04 cell line) or merozoite invasion of red blood cells in the presence of active (NHS) or inactive (HIS) human complement. Traversal/invasion inhibition by antibodies was greatly enhanced by active complement compared to inactive complement (mean and range is shown). Data were originally presented in Kurtovic et al, 2018 and Boyle et al, 2015.[7](#imr12802-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#imr12802-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} B, Natural acquisition of C1q fixing antibodies to sporozoite and merozoite surface antigens (CSP and MSP2, respectively) among children and adults resident in Kenya, n = 64 (percentage positive is shown). Data were originally presented in Kurtovic et al, 2018.[7](#imr12802-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} C, High levels of C1q fixing antibodies (compared to low levels of C1q fixing antibodies) to selected merozoite antigens are significantly associated with protection against clinical malaria in a longitudinal cohort study of Papua New Guinean children, n = 206 (adjusted hazard ratio is shown). Data were originally presented in Reiling et al, 2019[65](#imr12802-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}](IMR-293-38-g003){#imr12802-fig-0003}

While our studies have only tested a limited number of antibody samples, we established an important proof‐of‐concept that *P. falciparum* sporozoites are susceptible to antibody‐mediated complement fixation and activation. Furthermore, we confirmed that the major sporozoite surface antigen, CSP, is an important target of complement fixation, demonstrated using multiple cohort studies of malaria‐endemic populations.[7](#imr12802-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} There is also evidence that non‐CSP antibodies play a role, but the specific antigenic targets are yet to be identified.[47](#imr12802-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} Previous studies of the murine and avian *Plasmodium spp*. suggested that sporozoites are resistant against lysis by host complement, but susceptible to non‐host complement activation via the alternative pathway.[51](#imr12802-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#imr12802-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"} Our studies similarly found that *P. falciparum* sporozoites were poorly susceptible to host (human) complement, but susceptibility increased in the presence of immune antibodies and activation of the classical pathway.[7](#imr12802-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#imr12802-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} A similar effect has also been observed for the rodent pathogen *P. berghei*, whereby glycan‐specific antibodies, including IgG and IgM, recognized the sporozoite surface and protected mice against infection. These antibodies could activate host (murine) complement, which inhibited parasite motility and had cytotoxic effects, and protection appeared to be complement‐dependent.[53](#imr12802-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, it is likely that sporozoites have some mechanism to evade host complement attack, but it appears that antibodies of the right specificity and properties can overcome immune evasion through activation of the classical pathway.

4.2. Merozoites {#imr12802-sec-0010}
---------------

Our studies established that antibodies targeting *P. falciparum* merozoites can activate the classical complement pathway via binding to C1q, which consequently inhibits merozoite invasion, and results in formation of the MAC and merozoite lysis.[38](#imr12802-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} Human antibodies to merozoite antigens are predominantly comprised of IgG1 and IgG3, which are the most potent subclasses for complement activation. We found that the majority of antibody samples tested from malaria‐exposed subjects either required complement for effective inhibition of invasion in vitro, or had enhanced inhibitory activity in the presence of complement (Figure [3](#imr12802-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A). In the presence of merozoite specific antibodies, complement‐mediated lysis occurs rapidly, reaching maximum lysis in approximately 4 minutes.[38](#imr12802-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} Kinetics studies suggest that 80% of invasion events by merozoites occur in the first 10 minutes,[54](#imr12802-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#imr12802-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"} indicating that there is sufficient time for complement to act against merozoites. Lysis appears to be even more rapid in the presence of immune IgM rather than IgG antibodies, suggesting that lysis may be a key mechanism of IgM mediated immunity.[56](#imr12802-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"} Some merozoite lysis does occur slowly over time in the presence of active complement alone and in the absence of antibodies.[38](#imr12802-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} While formation of the MAC leads to lysis and killing of merozoites, we also found that fixation of C1q in the absence of other complement components could enhance the invasion‐inhibitory activity of antibodies.[38](#imr12802-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} Viral pathogens can also be effectively neutralized by antibodies and C1q fixation, which was hypothesized to be mediated in part by steric hindrance.[17](#imr12802-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#imr12802-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} Indeed, in the absence of complement, we and others have shown that some non‐neutralizing antibodies can be internalized into the RBC during merozoite invasion.[57](#imr12802-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#imr12802-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [59](#imr12802-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}, [60](#imr12802-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"} However, this has not been reported in the presence of active complement or C1q, supporting the conclusion that complement may prevent antibody internalization due to steric hindrance. In further support of the role of C1q and the classical complement pathway in malaria immunity, *P. chabaudi* models have demonstrated that C1q‐deficient mice were significantly more susceptible to secondary challenge with the same parasite strain.[61](#imr12802-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"} This may have been due to the loss of C1q fixation, or possibly downstream effects of complement activation.

Complement fixation at the merozoite surface may also have other implications, such as enhanced activation of phagocytic cells which express multiple complement receptors able to bind fixed complement proteins. Indeed, complement in the absence of antibodies is able to promote phagocytosis of merozoites by neutrophils,[62](#imr12802-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"} or THP‐1 monocyte cell line.[63](#imr12802-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"} However, neutrophil respiratory burst induced by immune antibodies and merozoites was reportedly not enhanced by complement,[64](#imr12802-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"} and further study is needed to understand whether immune antibodies to merozoites interact with complement to promote activation of immune cell responses.

Multiple *P. falciparum* merozoite antigens have been identified as targets of complement fixing antibodies,[38](#imr12802-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#imr12802-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"} and functional antibodies appear to be acquired with age (Figure [3](#imr12802-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}B).[7](#imr12802-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} These include merozoite surface antigens such as MSP1, MSP2, MSP6, MSP7, and MSP‐DBL,[38](#imr12802-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} but also apical organelle proteins including vaccine candidates PfRH5 and AMA1, as well as EBA ligands, PfRH2, RALP1, and GAMA.[65](#imr12802-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"} Interestingly, antibodies to some antigens, and antibodies among some individuals, did not effectively fix and activate complement. This may reflect epitope specificity of antibodies, such that the density or spatial orientation of antibody binding was insufficient for complement fixation. Antibodies to some merozoite surface antigens (eg MSP2, MSP1‐block‐2) do not have substantial inhibitory activity on their own, and were only able to effectively inhibit invasion in the presence of active complement,[38](#imr12802-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} suggesting that complement is essential for some antibodies to mediate functional activity. The rate of acquisition of antibodies to different merozoite antigens is known to vary,[66](#imr12802-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"} and this may impact on the acquisition of complement fixing antibodies and their role in immunity.

Little is known about the role of antibody‐complement interactions in immunity to *P. vivax*, or other species, but we recently identified that *P. vivax* merozoite surface protein, *Pv*MSP3α, is also a target of complement fixing antibodies, indicating that antibody‐complement interactions are likely important across human infecting *Plasmodium* species.[46](#imr12802-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [67](#imr12802-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"} However, because of key differences in merozoite proteins between species,[68](#imr12802-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"} we should be cautious about extrapolating findings from *P. falciparum* to *P. vivax*. Further studies are needed to define the key targets of complement fixing antibodies and the importance of complement for inhibition of invasion.

4.3. Parasitized red blood cells (pRBCs) {#imr12802-sec-0011}
----------------------------------------

To support intra‐erythrocytic development, *Plasmodium spp*. modify the RBC membrane and express parasite‐derived proteins on the surface of pRBCs.[69](#imr12802-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"} Some of these proteins are significant targets of acquired antibodies that contribute to protective immunity.[69](#imr12802-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"} Only a handful of studies have explored the interactions between trophozoite stage pRBCs, anti‐malarial antibodies and complement. Early work showed that human immune serum (from malaria‐exposed donors) could opsonize pRBCs, and activate the classical complement pathway in a dose‐dependent manner.[45](#imr12802-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#imr12802-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"} More recently, our laboratory has also confirmed complement fixation on the surface of pRBCs in the presence of immune antibodies from malaria‐exposed populations, as detected using immunoblot and flow cytometric approaches (Opi et al, ASTMH 66th annual meeting, 2017, Baltimore). Interestingly, while complement activation occurs to some extent, complement failed to result in lysis of the target cell, most likely due to the expression of MAC‐inhibitory protein CD59 on the RBC surface[45](#imr12802-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#imr12802-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"} (Opi et al, ASTMH 66th annual meeting, 2017, Baltimore). However, antibody‐mediated complement fixation appears important to opsonize pRBCs for phagocytic uptake and degradation by monocytes.[71](#imr12802-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}

PfEMP1 is a major parasite‐derived antigen expressed on the surface of pRBCs, and is also an important target of naturally acquired immunity.[69](#imr12802-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"} We have demonstrated that PfEMP1 is the major target of complement fixing antibodies using transgenic *P. falciparum* parasites with impaired PfEMP1 expression[72](#imr12802-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"} (Opi et al, ASTMH 66th annual meeting, 2017, Baltimore). Furthermore, we confirmed that antibodies fixed complement directly to recombinant PfEMP1 using plate‐based detection approaches (Opi et al, ASTMH 66th annual meeting, 2017, Baltimore). On the contrary, a recent study demonstrated that immune antibodies mediated complement fixation on recombinant PfEMP1, but showed no evidence of complement fixation on native PfEMP1 expressed on the pRBC surface, suggesting that *P. falciparum* might have developed mechanisms to evade complement fixation.[73](#imr12802-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"} However, only one MAb and a polyclonal antibody pool targeting PfEMP1 was used in that study. It is possible that only antibodies of certain specificities and properties effectively fix and activate complement. Therefore, this functional activity may be uncommon in some populations or subgroups. Additionally, PfEMP1 binding to non‐immune IgM, a common phenotype of severe malaria isolates, was shown to target the same binding site as C1q, possibly to limit C1q fixation and downstream complement attack.[74](#imr12802-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}

4.4. Gametocytes {#imr12802-sec-0012}
----------------

After invading RBCs, a small portion of merozoites undergo commitment to develop into sexual‐stage gametocytes, which reside within the RBC until maturity. These gametocyte‐infected RBCs are generally poorly recognized by naturally acquired antibodies in humans and they do not express PfEMP1 on the RBC surface.[75](#imr12802-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"} However, recent studies have identified several antigens on the surface of gametocyte‐infected RBCs that could be targeted by immunity.[76](#imr12802-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"} During a blood meal, mosquitoes take up gametocyte‐infected RBCs along with other serum components such as antibodies and complement proteins. It is within the mosquito midgut that gametocytes emerge from the RBC to form gametes, and become directly exposed and susceptible to recognition by human immune components. These antibody responses can be measured using standard membrane feeding assays (SMFA), where mature gametocyte‐infected RBCs are incubated with immune antibodies, and then fed to mosquitoes through an artificial membrane feeder. Mosquito midguts are dissected a week later and the number of oocysts per midgut is enumerated to determine transmission‐blocking activity. Early studies reported that the transmission‐blocking activity of antibodies was greatly enhanced by human complement, for *P. falciparum* and *P. vivax*.[77](#imr12802-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}, [78](#imr12802-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}, [79](#imr12802-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"} This enhancement was likely the result of complement activation and subsequent complement‐mediated lysis, which has been observed against both gametes and zygotes using microscopy‐based approaches.[77](#imr12802-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}, [80](#imr12802-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}, [81](#imr12802-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}, [82](#imr12802-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}

The leading antigenic targets for transmission‐blocking vaccines are Pfs230 and Pfs48/45, which are expressed on the surface of *P. falciparum* gametocytes and gametes. Pfs230 appears to be an important target of complement fixing antibodies, and to date, all studies of Pfs230 MAbs report a crucial role for complement in blocking parasite transmission.[78](#imr12802-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}, [81](#imr12802-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"} This has been demonstrated using murine Pfs230 MAbs of different IgG subclass, whereby only the functional subclass in combination with complement was able to block parasite transmission in SMFA, and the non‐functional subclass (murine IgG1) demonstrated no inhibitory activity.

4.5. Antibody factors that influence complement fixation and activation {#imr12802-sec-0013}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

There are several antibody properties that can influence the ability to fix C1q and activate complement. Notably there are six C1q globular head domains in the C1 complex, and multiple subunits must be engaged to initiate the classical complement pathway. Therefore IgM can potentially activate complement as it naturally occurs in pentameric or hexameric forms, and so only one IgM molecule is needed to bind multiple C1q subunits and activate complement. These C1q binding sites are located within the Cμ3 domain of the IgM Fc region,[83](#imr12802-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"} but are only accessible upon antibody stabilization in antigen‐antibody complexes.[15](#imr12802-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} Our recent studies showed that naturally acquired IgM against merozoites was substantially more potent at activating complement fixation than IgG.[56](#imr12802-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}

Complement can also be activated by the IgG isotype, and the C1q binding site is always accessible regardless of antigen binding.[15](#imr12802-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} However, the affinity of C1q to monomeric IgG is weak compared to immune complexes, and so multiple IgG molecules are required to activate C1.[84](#imr12802-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}, [85](#imr12802-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"} The cytophilic IgG subclasses, IgG1 and IgG3, can potently activate complement (IgG3 has greater activity than IgG1), whereas IgG2 has lower activity, and IgG4 does not activate complement.[86](#imr12802-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"} This variability can be explained by differences in the C1q binding site located within the CH2 domain of the IgG Fc region,[87](#imr12802-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"} whereby specific mutations within this region can dramatically alter the ability to activate complement.[88](#imr12802-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}, [89](#imr12802-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}, [90](#imr12802-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}, [91](#imr12802-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"}, [92](#imr12802-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"} Another important property is the hinge region, which provides a flexible spacer between the Fc region and antigen binding fragment (Fab).[93](#imr12802-bib-0093){ref-type="ref"} Of the IgG subclasses, IgG3 has the largest hinge region and is considered the most potent at activating complement.[94](#imr12802-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"} While increased flexibility does not correlate with complement activation per se,[95](#imr12802-bib-0095){ref-type="ref"} it is likely advantageous in accommodating the binding of multiple IgG3 molecules to multiple C1q subunits, which is required for C1 activation. Interactions between neighboring IgG molecules also appears favorable, and formation of these hexamer‐like structures results in increased complement activity.[85](#imr12802-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"} Specific point mutations in the Fc region can promote hexamer formation of IgG molecules, and these antibodies have enhanced complement activity and are being explored as cancer therapeutics.[96](#imr12802-bib-0096){ref-type="ref"}

Apart from antibody isotype and IgG subclass, there are additional properties that can influence antibody function. These include antibody polymorphisms that are referred to as allotypes; IgG1 and IgG2 have several allotypes, IgG3 has 13 allotypes and IgG4 has none. IgG allotypes can differ between populations, and are likely to alter antibody property and functionality. One striking example is that a minor change in the amino acid sequence of IgG3 dramatically affects antibody half‐life,[97](#imr12802-bib-0097){ref-type="ref"} and other studies have reported differences in Fc‐dependent effector functions between the IgG1 allotypes in vitro.[98](#imr12802-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"}, [99](#imr12802-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"} Direct comparisons between all allotypes has not been extensively studied, but this would be valuable in future studies, particularly because allotype can influence susceptibility to malaria.[100](#imr12802-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"} IgG molecules also contain a conserved glycan and there are various glycoforms that have differing abilities to activate complement.[101](#imr12802-bib-0101){ref-type="ref"}, [102](#imr12802-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"}, [103](#imr12802-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"} Interestingly, the epitope specificity of antibodies can also greatly affect function. Studies comparing MAbs targeting CD20 showed varying abilities to activate complement, and this was attributed to differences in the specific epitope that was recognized.[104](#imr12802-bib-0104){ref-type="ref"} It has also been demonstrated that antigen distance from the cell membrane plays a role, and in particular, antigens presented closer to the cell membrane had greater complement activation by antigen‐specific antibodies.[105](#imr12802-bib-0105){ref-type="ref"}

The importance of these antibody properties for complement fixation in malaria immunity remains largely undefined. IgG1 and IgG3 comprise the majority of IgG responses to malaria[68](#imr12802-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"} and these broadly correlate with complement fixation against merozoites and sporozoites.[7](#imr12802-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#imr12802-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#imr12802-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"} Initial studies found no relationship between differences in antibody avidity and complement fixing activity for merozoite responses among individuals, possibly because antibody avidity was already above the threshold required for effective complement fixation.[65](#imr12802-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}

5. CONTRIBUTION OF ANTIBODY‐MEDIATED COMPLEMENT ACTIVITY IN IMMUNITY {#imr12802-sec-0014}
====================================================================

5.1. Pre‐erythrocytic stage immunity {#imr12802-sec-0015}
------------------------------------

Individuals are known to acquire antibodies to sporozoites following natural malaria exposure,[106](#imr12802-bib-0106){ref-type="ref"} but there is no strong relationship between acquired antibodies and clinical outcome. Indeed, we and others have not found significant associations between antibodies targeting sporozoite surface antigens (including CSP) quantified using ELISA, and protection against malaria in naturally exposed cohort studies.[6](#imr12802-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#imr12802-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [107](#imr12802-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"}, [108](#imr12802-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"} However, we found that some children resident in Papua New Guinea had naturally acquired functional anti‐CSP antibodies that could fix complement proteins. While this response was uncommon, the children who had acquired high levels of C1q fixing antibodies had a significantly reduced risk of malaria during the 6 months follow‐up compared to those with no detectable C1q fixing antibodies.[7](#imr12802-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} This was the first identification of a functional antibody response to CSP that demonstrated some association with protection against malaria in naturally exposed populations. It is possible that functional antibodies may reduce the number of sporozoites that successfully invade the liver and therefore reduce parasite burden and disease, especially in combination with responses to blood‐stages.

5.2. Blood‐stage immunity {#imr12802-sec-0016}
-------------------------

Antibodies play a key role in naturally acquired immunity against the blood‐stages of infection, and there is a growing understanding of the functional effector mechanisms involved.[68](#imr12802-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}, [109](#imr12802-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"} While direct inhibition of RBC invasion has been demonstrated for both naturally acquired and vaccine‐induced antibodies, there has not been a consistent relationship with protection from infection or clinical disease among published data for this functional activity.[65](#imr12802-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}, [110](#imr12802-bib-0110){ref-type="ref"}, [111](#imr12802-bib-0111){ref-type="ref"}, [112](#imr12802-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"}, [113](#imr12802-bib-0113){ref-type="ref"}, [114](#imr12802-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"} More recently, evidence has started to emerge that antibody interactions with complement and Fcγ‐receptors are likely to play a role in acquired immunity against merozoites.[38](#imr12802-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#imr12802-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#imr12802-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}, [115](#imr12802-bib-0115){ref-type="ref"} A higher magnitude of complement fixing antibodies against whole merozoites among children in a malaria‐endemic region were strongly associated with protection against clinical malaria, and with a lower incidence of high density parasitemia.[38](#imr12802-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} Of note, complement fixing antibodies were more strongly associated with protection than total IgG or IgM levels, and more strongly than functional activity quantified in growth‐inhibition assays, which is the current reference assay for evaluating merozoite antigen vaccines.[56](#imr12802-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#imr12802-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"} These findings suggest that complement fixing antibodies should be evaluated in merozoite vaccine development.

Merozoite antigens including surface antigens and apical organelle proteins were identified as targets of complement fixing antibodies, and the relationships between these functional antibodies and acquired protective immunity were investigated (Figure [3](#imr12802-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}C).[65](#imr12802-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"} In a longitudinal cohort study of children, complement fixing antibodies to several antigens were strongly associated with protection. In some cases (eg EBA140RIII‐V, EBA175RII, MSP2, MSP4, MSP7) the protective association was stronger for complement fixing antibodies than observed for standard IgG reactivity using ELISA.[108](#imr12802-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"} Notably, total IgG measured using standard ELISA only reflects the presence of antibodies and does not discriminate antibodies by their effector functions. While high levels of antibodies can correlate with protection, we identified that for some antigens, the measure of functional complement fixing antibodies was more strongly associated with protection against malaria. Our findings highlighted several less‐studied merozoite antigens as important targets that warrant further evaluation as vaccine candidates. Overall, there were good correlations between the presence of antibodies and complement fixation, but complement fixation was very low for some antigens.[65](#imr12802-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"} This emphasizes that the presence of IgG does not necessarily mean we will also observe complement fixation, and so it is important to specifically measure antibody effector functions such as complement fixation. In our studies, we observed a strong correlation between C1q fixation by antibodies and the formation of the MAC, which indicated that complement‐induced lysis was likely to be a contributing effector mechanism. We also found that combining complement fixing antibody responses against as few as three specific antigens gave strong protective associations (\>95% predicted protective efficacy), supporting the concept of a multi‐antigen vaccine approach. Antigens that were prominent in the most protective combinations included MSP7, EBA140, RALP1, PfRipr, PfRH5, and PfRH2. Antibodies also contribute to parasite clearance after drug treatment,[116](#imr12802-bib-0116){ref-type="ref"} and high levels of complement fixing antibodies have been associated with faster parasite clearance.[117](#imr12802-bib-0117){ref-type="ref"}

While our studies and others of human immunity support a role for complement fixation against merozoites in mediating protection from malaria, this relationship is less clear in murine models. A study with *P. chabaudi* and *P. yoelii* mouse infection models and cobra venom factor to deplete complement activity suggested that antibody‐mediated immunity was not dependent on complement in these models.[118](#imr12802-bib-0118){ref-type="ref"} However, this approach would not have excluded potential activity of C1q, which we have found can alone inhibit the invasion of *P. falciparum* merozoites to RBCs using in vitro cultures.[38](#imr12802-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} As further discussed in the following section, murine models have significant limitations when studying complement because of their much lower complement activity, and key differences in the biology and infection kinetics of rodent malaria species used. Others reported that a mouse MAb to MSP1 (19kDa C‐terminal domain) could enhance invasion in the presence of complement, although the absolute effect size was generally small.[119](#imr12802-bib-0119){ref-type="ref"}, [120](#imr12802-bib-0120){ref-type="ref"} This might suggest that some specific antibodies can interact with complement to enhance invasion.

There are very little data on antibody‐complement interactions targeting pRBCs and immunity to malaria. Our initial studies on malaria in pregnancy showed that complement fixing antibodies to placental‐binding PfEMP1 on pRBCs were associated with reduced placental parasitemia (Opi et al, ASTMH 66th annual meeting, 2017, Baltimore). Further studies are needed to understand whether this is an important mechanism in malaria immunity. Antibodies to PfEMP1 expressed on pRBCs are associated with immunity to severe malaria,[121](#imr12802-bib-0121){ref-type="ref"} and complement interactions could potentially play a role in contributing to immunity. However, excessive and widespread complement activation, via multiple activation pathways, has also been associated with pathogenesis of severe malaria.[122](#imr12802-bib-0122){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, understanding the balance between complement activation targeted specifically to pRBC surface antigens and system complement activation will be important to completely understand immunity and pathogenesis of severe malaria.

5.3. Sexual‐stage immunity {#imr12802-sec-0017}
--------------------------

Many individuals living in malaria‐endemic countries develop antibodies against antigens expressed during the sexual developmental stages of *P. falciparum*. However, data on the importance of antibody‐complement interactions in providing transmission‐blocking immunity in population studies are currently limited. Naturally acquired antibodies have been shown to recognize Pfs230,[123](#imr12802-bib-0123){ref-type="ref"} which is a known target of antibody‐complement interactions that appears important in blocking parasite transmission to the mosquito.[78](#imr12802-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}, [81](#imr12802-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, acquired antibodies to Pfs230 are mostly of IgG1 and IgG3 subclass,[80](#imr12802-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"} which have strong potential to fix complement, although this has not been investigated in detail. Interestingly, human serum depleted of antibodies to Pfs230, and another important target Pfs48/45, still demonstrated transmission‐blocking activity using SMFA, suggesting that antibodies to other antigens were also involved.[124](#imr12802-bib-0124){ref-type="ref"} Indeed, antibodies are also naturally acquired to other antigens including members of the 6‐cysteine‐domain family Pf12, Pf38 and Pf41,[66](#imr12802-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}, [108](#imr12802-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"} although complement fixation by antibodies to these antigens appeared limited in preliminary studies.[65](#imr12802-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"} Studies of *P. vivax* transmission‐blocking immunity have been more limited, but suggest that a high proportion of exposed individuals develop transmission‐blocking antibodies, and activity is highly dependent on complement.[79](#imr12802-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}

5.4. Challenges with animal models to study complement‐mediated immunity {#imr12802-sec-0018}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our group has primarily investigated the functional effects of antibody‐complement activity against *P. falciparum* in vitro using a combination of human and animal antibodies, and human complement proteins or fresh human serum.[7](#imr12802-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#imr12802-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#imr12802-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [117](#imr12802-bib-0117){ref-type="ref"} We have developed reproducible methods that measure the effects of antibody‐complement interactions on *P. falciparum* viability and parasite function (such as sporozoite traversal and merozoite invasion). An additional approach to define the roles of antibody‐complement interactions is using animal models of malaria. However, there are important differences in complement activity and immune function between humans and experimental animal models, and between *Plasmodium spp*. causing human malaria and those used in animal models. These differences limit our ability to extrapolate findings from animal models to understanding human immunity.

Mice are the most widely used model in malaria research, typically with rodent malaria species such as *P. berghei, P. chabaudi, or P. yoelii*. Murine antibodies include the IgG1, IgG2a, IgG2b, and IgG3 subclasses, which differ substantially in function from human IgG subclasses (IgG1‐4). While IgG1 is the most prevalent subclass in both mice and humans, and IgG1 is typically the most prominent response to malaria infection and vaccines in mice, murine IgG1 does not activate complement. Instead, complement fixation and activation is primarily mediated by murine IgG3, as well as IgG2a and IgG2b depending on antigen specificity.[125](#imr12802-bib-0125){ref-type="ref"} This contrasts the human immune response, which is dominated by IgG1 and IgG3 that are potent complement activators. This is particularly important for studies that use MAbs of a murine IgG1 backbone (the most commonly used subclass of murine antibodies), because these antibodies have no complement activity, and therefore the potential role of complement cannot be appropriately evaluated. An additional limitation is that complement activity of laboratory mice used in these models is very low compared to human complement (\<5% of human activity), and so the potential importance of complement is unlikely to be observed in these models.[126](#imr12802-bib-0126){ref-type="ref"} This is also an issue in other infectious diseases. For example, *Salmonella* is highly susceptible to antibodies and complement‐mediated killing in humans, whereas these bactericidal effects are poorly observed in the presence of mouse complement.[127](#imr12802-bib-0127){ref-type="ref"} For *Salmonella* infections, murine models are poorly indicative of immune mechanisms that are known to be important in humans.

The ability of complement to lyse opsonized target cells has been directly compared using serum from various species.[128](#imr12802-bib-0128){ref-type="ref"} Murine complement demonstrated almost no cytotoxic activity, even when target cells were optimized with either human or murine (murine IgG2a) antibodies. Notably, complement‐mediated lysis was strongly observed by human serum, but also serum from guinea pigs and rats.[128](#imr12802-bib-0128){ref-type="ref"} Since several rodent *Plasmodium spp*. can infect rats,[129](#imr12802-bib-0129){ref-type="ref"} we propose that further investigation of this model is warranted to aid the evaluation of malaria vaccines and the potential role of antibody‐complement interactions.

A further issue is that *Plasmodium spp*. that are typically used in animal models have significant differences in antigens expressed, biological processes, and the kinetics and time‐course of infection and disease compared to human malaria. Nearly all malaria vaccine candidate antigens differ substantially in sequence, and often structure, in species used in animal models, and many lead antigens for human malaria vaccines are not present in rodent and monkey malarias. For example, *P. falciparum* merozoite vaccine antigens PfRH5, PfRipr, MSP2, and MSP3 are not present in rodent and monkey *Plasmodium spp*. The major antibody epitope (NANP‐repeat) of *P. falciparum* CSP, the most advanced vaccine candidate antigen, is not present in other malaria species. To get around this, models using rodent *Plasmodium spp*. that are genetically modified to express *P. falciparum* antigens or epitopes have been developed, as have immunodeficient mice engrafted with human cells. However, such models still have significant limitations in recapitulating human immunity. Therefore, careful linkage between human studies and animal models is required.

6. COMPLEMENT‐MEDIATED MECHANISMS IN VACCINE DEVELOPMENT {#imr12802-sec-0019}
========================================================

6.1. Malaria vaccines and complement {#imr12802-sec-0020}
------------------------------------

Currently there are no malaria vaccines available for population‐level vaccination programs, although several promising candidates are in development. The leading candidate, RTS,S, showed significant, but modest, efficacy in a large phase III clinical trial[9](#imr12802-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} and has now commenced pilot implementation in three African countries.[130](#imr12802-bib-0130){ref-type="ref"} Developing highly efficacious malaria vaccines has been challenging, partly because we do not completely understand the specific targets and mechanisms of immunity that are essential for protection against infection and disease.[2](#imr12802-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} There has been a major focus on the direct role of antibodies in vaccine development, but little investigation into other functional antibody mechanisms, including the ability to activate complement. As reviewed here, there is a growing body of evidence that antibodies targeting various stages of the *Plasmodium* life cycle can activate complement, and these functional antibodies play a role in protective immunity against malaria.

The RTS,S vaccine is based on a truncated form of CSP, including only the central repeat and C‐terminal regions of the protein. RTS,S has consistently demonstrated modest efficacy against clinical malaria in field evaluations of children and infants (approximately 30%‐50%), which is largely attributed to the induction of anti‐CSP antibodies.[131](#imr12802-bib-0131){ref-type="ref"} However, protective efficacy and antibody titer rapidly wane after vaccination. Efforts to improve RTS,S vaccine design, delivery, or formulation will be important to enhance vaccine efficacy and longevity. Our group recently identified that RTS,S‐induced antibodies in children were capable of fixing and activating human complement, and antibodies targeting both regions of CSP included in the RTS,S construct appeared favorable for complement fixation.[132](#imr12802-bib-0132){ref-type="ref"} We also evaluated the longevity of functional complement fixing antibodies, and found a rapid decay after the final vaccine dose, which was significantly associated with the waning of anti‐CSP IgG1 and IgG3 antibodies (Figure [4](#imr12802-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}).[132](#imr12802-bib-0132){ref-type="ref"} Therefore we speculate that improving the induction and longevity of these cytophilic antibodies, particularly IgG3, may enhance complement fixing activity and vaccine durability overall. Interestingly, in a study of naturally acquired immunity in children, we found that complement fixing antibodies to merozoites were well maintained over time,[133](#imr12802-bib-0133){ref-type="ref"} suggesting that achieving sustained functional antibodies is possible.

![The RTS,S malaria vaccine induces complement fixing antibodies that rapidly wane over time. Children resident in Mozambique were vaccinated with RTS,S, and antibody responses were evaluated 30 d after the third and final vaccine dose (month 3) and at later time‐points, n = 30. Decay of (A) functional anti‐CSP antibodies that fix C1q, and the decay of (B) anti‐CSP antibodies of the IgG1 and IgG3 subclass (median and 95% CI of the median is shown). Data were originally presented in Kurtovic et al, 2019[132](#imr12802-bib-0132){ref-type="ref"}](IMR-293-38-g004){#imr12802-fig-0004}

The dynamic relationship between the different IgG subclasses is particularly interesting, and often overlooked in vaccine studies. RTS,S primarily induces IgG1, moderate IgG2 and IgG3 and little IgG4 in field studies of children,[132](#imr12802-bib-0132){ref-type="ref"} and a higher ratio of cytophilic (IgG1 and IgG3) to non‐cytophilic (IgG2 and IgG4) antibodies has been associated with protection.[134](#imr12802-bib-0134){ref-type="ref"} This was possibly due to IgG1 and IgG3 having enhanced functional activities such as activating complement, or because there was less IgG2 and IgG4 that may be inhibitory to complement activation. This concept was demonstrated using murine subclass‐switched MAbs to non‐malaria antigens, whereby functional murine antibodies (IgG2a, IgG2b, and IgG3) had reduced complement activity in the presence of non‐functional murine antibodies (IgG1).[135](#imr12802-bib-0135){ref-type="ref"} These MAbs all bound the same epitope, and so it was suggested that reduced complement activity may have been due to steric interference between the subclasses. Therefore, a greater induction of IgG1 and IgG3 by RTS,S may be favorable, but also a lower induction of IgG2 and IgG4 that potentially inhibit or reduce functional responses.

Vaccination with whole sporozoites can confer a very high level of protection (\>90%) against experimental infection challenge via infectious mosquito bite using the same strain as the vaccine strain. This has been achieved through two approaches: (a) participants are inoculated with viable sporozoites in combination with chemo‐prophylaxis (CPS) that treats any blood‐stage parasitemia, and so only the asymptomatic, pre‐erythrocytic stage of infection can occur,[136](#imr12802-bib-0136){ref-type="ref"} or (b) repeated vaccination using radiation‐attenuated sporozoites that infect hepatocytes but cannot develop into blood‐stage infection.[137](#imr12802-bib-0137){ref-type="ref"} CPS vaccination is highly efficacious against experimental infection with the homologous *P. falciparum* strain, and provides a valuable vaccine model to study malaria immunity in humans.[136](#imr12802-bib-0136){ref-type="ref"} Indeed, CPS vaccination strongly induces antibodies to CSP and other antigens, which can fix and activate complement against sporozoites.[47](#imr12802-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, these antibody‐complement interactions greatly inhibited sporozoite traversal, and also led to sporozoite death in vivo.[47](#imr12802-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} However, the role of antibody‐complement interactions in protection remains unclear in this model and will need to be investigated in a larger trial.

There have been limited studies on the induction of complement fixing antibodies by blood‐stage vaccines in humans. However, we demonstrated that vaccination with *P. falciparum* MSP2 can induce complement fixing antibodies in humans, which inhibited RBC invasion in a complement‐dependent manner.[38](#imr12802-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [138](#imr12802-bib-0138){ref-type="ref"} For other *P. falciparum* blood‐stage vaccines that have progressed to clinical trials, such as AMA1, PfRh5, and MSP1, studies have primarily focused on direct inhibitory antibodies, and for MSP3 and GLURP functional assays focussed on antibody‐monocyte mediated immunity.[4](#imr12802-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}

While some studies have shown in animal models that passive transfer of MAbs lacking complement fixing activity (through mutation of the Fc region) can protect against experimental malaria infections,[139](#imr12802-bib-0139){ref-type="ref"} it is difficult to extrapolate the potential role for vaccine‐induced antibody‐complement immunity from such studies. Vaccination generates polyclonal antibodies to multiple epitopes that may better fix and activate complement than a single MAb. Furthermore, a polyclonal response in humans will target multiple epitopes, and the epitope specificity of responses can vary substantially between individuals.[138](#imr12802-bib-0138){ref-type="ref"}, [140](#imr12802-bib-0140){ref-type="ref"}, [141](#imr12802-bib-0141){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, the specificity and function of a single MAb is likely to only represent a small proportion of the human vaccine response. Careful analysis of the function and specificity of MAbs and human polyclonal antibody responses will be important for defining mechanisms and targets of immunity to inform optimal vaccine design.

6.2. Malaria immunity by passive immunization using recombinant antibodies {#imr12802-sec-0021}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Protective immunity against malaria could also be achieved by passive immunization strategies rather than active immunization strategies. One example is to passively transfer an antibody‐based therapeutic that would confer protection for a limited period of time. Antibody‐based therapeutics have been primarily investigated against cancer and autoimmune diseases, but are also becoming of interest for use against infectious diseases such as influenza, HIV, and more recently for malaria.[10](#imr12802-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [86](#imr12802-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}, [142](#imr12802-bib-0142){ref-type="ref"} Antibody half‐life is regulated by interactions with the neonatal Fc receptor (FcRn), and based on these interactions, antibodies can be engineered to be longer‐lived and persist for several months.[143](#imr12802-bib-0143){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, antibodies could potentially be used to confer protection for the duration of peak malaria seasons in endemic populations where malaria is highly seasonal.

There has been a large body of research investigating passive antibody transfer and protection against malaria in animal models, using antibodies specific to sporozoite and merozoite targets (including CSP and MSP1).[144](#imr12802-bib-0144){ref-type="ref"}, [145](#imr12802-bib-0145){ref-type="ref"} Recently, the protective effect of a PfRh5 MAb engineered (by Fc region mutations) to not engage complement or mediate other Fc‐dependent effector functions, was investigated in non‐human primates.[139](#imr12802-bib-0139){ref-type="ref"} The passive transfer of these mutant antibodies was protective against malaria challenge, demonstrating that neutralizing antibodies can be protective in the absence of Fc‐dependent effector functions.[139](#imr12802-bib-0139){ref-type="ref"} However, very high concentrations of antibodies were required for protection, and the authors did not compare the protective effects of the non‐functional mutant antibody with the functional wildtype antibody. It is possible that antibody‐mediated protection may have been enhanced by active complement, especially if polyclonal antibodies are used that target multiple epitopes. Indeed, PfRH5 is a target of naturally acquired IgG1 and IgG3 antibodies with complement fixing activity,[65](#imr12802-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"} and complement fixation was associated with protection from malaria in children.[65](#imr12802-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}, [146](#imr12802-bib-0146){ref-type="ref"}

Of note, antibody‐based therapeutics against some forms of cancer identified an important role for complement‐mediated cytotoxicity, and therapeutic antibodies can be engineered to enhance interactions with neighboring IgG molecules and the formation of hexameric structures.[85](#imr12802-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"} These hexamer antibodies have potent complement activity in vitro, and may be an enhanced therapeutic in humans.[96](#imr12802-bib-0096){ref-type="ref"}

6.3. Strategies for enhancing complement activity {#imr12802-sec-0022}
-------------------------------------------------

There is a large body of evidence that antibodies can directly inhibit parasite function and afford some level of protection against malaria. However, we and others have demonstrated that antibody inhibitory activity against malaria sporozoites, merozoites, and transmission stages in humans can be greatly enhanced by complement. Many antigens expressed during multiple stages of the life cycle have been identified as targets of antibodies with strong complement fixing activity (Table [1](#imr12802-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}). Therefore, a potential approach for malaria vaccine development is to enhance the induction of functional antibodies that activate complement to improve vaccine efficacy.

###### 

Antigenic targets of complement fixing antibodies for *P. falciparum*

  Life cycle stage                              Target antigen[a](#imr12802-note-0003){ref-type="fn"}   Naturally acquired   Vaccine‐induced[b](#imr12802-note-0004){ref-type="fn"}
  --------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------- -------------------- --------------------------------------------------------
  Sporozoites                                   CSP                                                     Y                    Y
  Merozoites                                    MSP1‐19                                                 Y                     
  MSP1‐42                                       Y                                                                            
  MSP2 (3D7)                                    Y                                                       Y                    
  MSP2 (FC27)                                   Y                                                       Y                    
  MSP3                                          Y                                                                            
  MSP4                                          Y                                                                            
  MSP6                                          Y                                                                            
  MSP7                                          Y                                                                            
  MSP9                                          Y                                                                            
  MSP10                                         Y                                                                            
  MSP‐DBL1                                      Y                                                                            
  Ripr                                          Y                                                                            
  GAMA                                          Y                                                                            
  RALP1                                         Y                                                                            
  AMA1[c](#imr12802-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}   Y                                                                            
  EBA140 R2                                     Y                                                                            
  EBA140 R3‐5                                   Y                                                                            
  EBA175 R3‐5                                   Y                                                                            
  EBA175 R2                                     Y                                                                            
  Rh2‐2030                                      Y                                                                            
  PfRh5                                         Y                                                                            
  Pf113                                         N (poorly acquired)                                                          
  pRBC                                          PfEMP1                                                  Y                     
  Gametocyte/gamete                             Pfs230                                                  Y                     

Abbreviations: CSP, circumsporozoite protein; pRBC, parasitized red blood cells.

Only antigens that have undergone substantial investigation as targets of complement fixing antibodies are listed here. Many antigens have not yet been evaluated.

At the time of writing, published data on vaccine‐induced complement fixing antibodies were only available for CSP and MSP2. Other antigens have not yet been evaluated.

AMA1 is also expressed by sporozoites and could, therefore, be a target of complement fixing antibodies to sporozoites.
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We have already discussed various factors that can influence complement activity to be considered in developing potent malaria vaccines. These include selection of specific epitopes or combinations of epitopes in the vaccine design to most effectively induce antibodies that fix and activate complement. Further, a strong understanding of the IgG subclass response induced by selected vaccine adjuvants and constructs is required since manipulating this response can enhance complement activity, such as promoting IgG3 responses. Importantly, the induction of functional and non‐functional antibodies needs consideration, as high levels of IgG2 and IgG4 antibodies may negatively influence complement activity by having a potential competing effect with IgG1 and IgG3. On a final note, individual differences in host complement proteins could also be important, and identifying common complement deficiencies or polymorphisms in certain populations may also contribute to understanding the efficacy of a complement‐dependent vaccine. Recent studies have revealed a role for IgM in complement‐mediated activity against merozoites and sporozoites.[47](#imr12802-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#imr12802-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"} Whether IgM induction can be exploited to enhance complement‐mediated immunity remains unknown, but warrants further investigation.

6.4. Lessons learned from other vaccines {#imr12802-sec-0023}
----------------------------------------

Some studies have reported an important role for complement in vaccine‐induced immunity of non‐malaria pathogens, and understanding these mechanisms may provide insights into developing effective malaria vaccines. Indeed, antibody‐complement interactions have been associated with protection in a number of studies for both licensed vaccines and promising candidates against infectious diseases including meningococcal and HIV‐1 infection. Antibody‐mediated complement activation and killing is an important protective mechanism against bacteria,[147](#imr12802-bib-0147){ref-type="ref"} and measuring this response using serum bactericidal assays (SBAs) is routinely used as a gold standard correlate of protection in naturally acquired immunity and vaccine studies against multiple bacterial isolates (eg *Neisseria meningitides*,[148](#imr12802-bib-0148){ref-type="ref"}, [149](#imr12802-bib-0149){ref-type="ref"}, [150](#imr12802-bib-0150){ref-type="ref"} *Haemophilus influenza*,[151](#imr12802-bib-0151){ref-type="ref"}, [152](#imr12802-bib-0152){ref-type="ref"} *Salmonella spp*,[153](#imr12802-bib-0153){ref-type="ref"} *Shigella*,[154](#imr12802-bib-0154){ref-type="ref"} and meningococcal infections[148](#imr12802-bib-0148){ref-type="ref"}, [149](#imr12802-bib-0149){ref-type="ref"}, [150](#imr12802-bib-0150){ref-type="ref"}). Identifying this functional correlate of protection has proven to be powerful, as the development of the currently licensed vaccines against *N. meningitidis* serogroups B and C were developed based on complement‐mediated killing activity measured via SBAs, rather than performing clinical trials to evaluate protective efficacy.[147](#imr12802-bib-0147){ref-type="ref"}, [155](#imr12802-bib-0155){ref-type="ref"} Similar to *Plasmodium spp*., *N. meningitidis* can also evade the alternative activation pathway of complement. *N. meningitidis* expresses several surface proteins that can recruit FH to the bacterial surface to downregulate alternative complement activation and therefore evade complement‐mediated killing.[156](#imr12802-bib-0156){ref-type="ref"}, [157](#imr12802-bib-0157){ref-type="ref"}, [158](#imr12802-bib-0158){ref-type="ref"}, [159](#imr12802-bib-0159){ref-type="ref"}, [160](#imr12802-bib-0160){ref-type="ref"}, [161](#imr12802-bib-0161){ref-type="ref"} These FH‐binding proteins can be targeted by antibodies to inhibit FH recruitment,[156](#imr12802-bib-0156){ref-type="ref"} and are the basis of several meningococcal vaccines.[162](#imr12802-bib-0162){ref-type="ref"}, [163](#imr12802-bib-0163){ref-type="ref"} This includes the 4CMenB vaccine, which is part of the routine infant immunization program in a number of European countries, and confers 83% efficacy over one year after two doses, and might offer cross‐protection to other isolates.[164](#imr12802-bib-0164){ref-type="ref"} Considering *P. falciparum* merozoites and gametes have also been shown to bind FH suggests that a similar strategy could be applied to malaria vaccines and potentially overcome complement evasion.[39](#imr12802-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#imr12802-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#imr12802-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}

The RV144 trial is the only HIV vaccine study to demonstrate protection in humans, although efficacy was only modest at 31%.[165](#imr12802-bib-0165){ref-type="ref"} In this trial, a reduced risk of infection was correlated with IgG to the variable regions (V1V2) of the HIV‐1 gp120 glycoprotein.[166](#imr12802-bib-0166){ref-type="ref"}, [167](#imr12802-bib-0167){ref-type="ref"} Compared to other HIV vaccine trials that were not efficacious (eg VAX003 and VAX004), the RV144 vaccine‐induced significantly higher levels anti‐V1V2 antibodies of the IgG3 subclass, which was also associated with increased complement activation.[168](#imr12802-bib-0168){ref-type="ref"}, [169](#imr12802-bib-0169){ref-type="ref"}, [170](#imr12802-bib-0170){ref-type="ref"}, [171](#imr12802-bib-0171){ref-type="ref"}, [172](#imr12802-bib-0172){ref-type="ref"} Notably, enhanced IgG to V1V2 and enhanced complement activation were both associated with a reduced risk of infection the RV144 trial.[172](#imr12802-bib-0172){ref-type="ref"}

7. FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND CONCLUSIONS {#imr12802-sec-0024}
====================================

While major gains have been made recently in understanding complement‐mediated mechanisms of immunity in malaria, there are many gaps in our knowledge, which are priorities for future research (Table [2](#imr12802-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}). These include studies to better define and understand immune mechanisms involved in protection from malaria infection and disease, and the specific targets of antibodies that most effectively harness complement functions. Including complement‐mediated mechanisms in vaccine design, and evaluating the induction of these mechanisms by existing vaccines, may substantially facilitate the development of efficacious vaccines. Finally, most available data come from studies of *P. falciparum*, and studies of *P. vivax* immunity are also needed to help advance vaccines that will contribute to malaria elimination.

###### 

Future directions and research priorities

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Immune mechanisms                                                                                                          Define antibody properties that maximize complement fixation and activation, and whether non‐cytophilic antibodies are potentially inhibitory
  Define the role of complement fixation in promoting opsonic phagocytosis by monocytes, neutrophils and other cell types    
  Determine whether complement in the skin plays a role against sporozoites                                                  
  Determine the role of antibody‐complement interactions in immunity to parasitized red blood cells                          
  Determine whether sporozoites can evade direct complement activation via the alternative pathway                           
  Determine the importance of antibody‐complement interactions for *P. vivax*                                                
  Immune targets                                                                                                             Identify major targets of complement‐fixing antibodies that inhibit blood‐stage replication
  Identify major antigen and epitope targets of complement‐fixing antibodies to sporozoites                                  
  Understand how epitope specificity of antibodies influences complement fixation and activation for lead vaccine antigens   
  Vaccines                                                                                                                   Evaluate complement‐fixing antibodies in vaccine development and clinical trials of merozoite vaccines
  Determine whether antibody‐complement interactions contribute to the protective immunity of RTS,S vaccine                  
  Identify vaccine strategies that maximally induce complement‐fixing antibodies                                             
  Determine whether combinations of antigens or specific epitopes can more effectively induce complement‐fixing antibodies   
  Development of a suitable animal model to study antibody‐complement mechanisms in vaccine development                      
  Incorporate the use of high‐throughput cell‐free assays to assess functional complement activity in vaccine trials         
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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There is great potential to exploit antibody‐complement interactions in malaria vaccine development, further supported by the demonstrated importance of these mechanisms in anti‐viral and anti‐bacterial immunity, including some licensed vaccines. In this review, we have summarized the growing knowledge of the role of antibody‐complement interactions in human immunity to malaria, and highlighted the potential importance of these mechanisms in malaria vaccines, and how they could be harnessed to achieve vaccines with greater efficacy.
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